Minecraft Adventurer Hour of Code Solutions

Puzzle 1

Puzzle 2
Puzzle 3

```
when run
move forward
move forward
shear
turn right
move forward
shear
```

Puzzle 4

```
when run
move forward
move forward
move forward
destroy block
turn left
move forward
move forward
move forward
destroy block
turn left
move forward
move forward
move forward
destroy block
```
Puzzle 5

when run
repeat 4 times
do
place birch planks
move forward

Puzzle 6

when run
repeat 3 times
do
repeat 3 times
do
move forward
place birch planks
turn right
Puzzle 7

when run
repeat 6 times
do plant crop
move forward

turn right
move forward
move forward
turn right

repeat 6 times
do move forward
plant crop

Puzzle 8

when run

turn left
repeat 3 times
do move forward

repeat 2 times
do turn right
move forward
move forward
turn left
move forward
Puzzle 9

when run
turn left
repeat 2 times
do
place torch
destroy block
move forward

Puzzle 10

when run
move forward
place cobblestone ahead
move forward
repeat 2 times
do
move forward
destroy block

Puzzle 11

when run
repeat 7 times
do
destroy block
if lava ahead
do
place cobblestone ahead
move forward
Puzzle 12
(There are many possible solutions)

Puzzle 13